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The Taliban Take Kabul

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, August 16, 2021

It  unfolded  as  a  story  of  fleeing.   The  Afghan  president  Ashraf  Ghani,  taking  flight  to
Tajikistan, giving little clue of his intentions to colleagues.  The fleeing of the infamous Abdul
Rashid Dostum, a warlord assured to to fight another day.

Pilot Condemns United Airlines for Mandating Experimental Injection

By Mordechai Sones, August 16, 2021

Stew Peters interviewed American Airlines pilot Joshua Yoder, who deplored the position
taken by United Airlines as 68,000 of its employees face the choice of submitting to an
experimental medical procedure or lose their sources of livelihood.

India’s Ivermectin Blackout. Censorship of Peer-reviewed Analysis

By Dr. Justus R. Hope, August 16, 2021

There is a blackout on any conversation about how Ivermectin beat COVID-19 in India. When
I discussed the dire straits that India found itself in early this year with 414,000 cases per
day,  and  over  4,000  deaths  per  day,  and  how  that  evaporated  within  five  weeks  of  the
addition of Ivermectin, I am often asked, “But why is there no mention of that in the news?”

Video:  Vax  Pass  Hits  Canada:  Tens  of  Thousands  March  in  Montreal  Against  Vaccine
Passports Ahead of Sept. 1 Rollout

By Julian Conradson, August 16, 2021
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The mandatory papers will  control individual access in a multitude of settings, such as
events, bars, restaurants and gyms in an effort to force people into taking the experimental
jab.

Letter from London: Worrying Turn in Assange Case

By Alexander Mercouris, August 16, 2021

The High Court in July granted the U.S. government permission to appeal the Jan. 4 decision
of District Judge Vanessa Baraitser to refuse the U.S. government’s request for Assange’s
extradition to the United States, where he faces charges under the Espionage Act 1917 and
for conspiracy to commit computer intrusion.

Colossal Financial Pyramid: BlackRock and The WEF “Great Reset”

By F. William Engdahl, August 15, 2021

The firm, BlackRock Inc., the world’s largest asset manager, invests a staggering $9 trillion
in client funds worldwide, a sum more than double the annual GDP of the Federal Republic
of Germany.

Science, Salvation and Heretics: From Monsanto to Pfizer, Same Old Playbook

By Colin Todhunter, August 15, 2021

Why are numerous ‘independent alternative’ media outlets and writers not questioning the
COVID-19 vaccine rollout? If anything, they are promoting it without even considering the
serious concerns being voiced by top scientists.

Where Best to Ride Out the Climate Apocalypse? The Billionaires’ Bunker Fantasies Go
Mainstream

By Jonathan Cook, August 15, 2021

We inherit much of our ideology from parents and teachers. But ideology is not static. It is
adaptive. Our assumptions, beliefs and values subtly change over time. And they change as
the needs of the powerful change.
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“Our Species is Being Genetically Modified”: Humanity’s March Toward Extinction? Analysis
of the Microbiome and Virome

By David Skripac, August 15, 2021

Vaccine  manufacturers  have  now  made  it  possible  for  the  human  genome  to  be
permanently altered—and humanity’s relationship with nature forever changed—by means
of an experimental pharmaceutical injection that is being falsely referred to as a “vaccine.”

A Saigon Moment Looms in Kabul

By Pepe Escobar, August 15, 2021

August 12, 2021. History will register it as the day the Taliban, nearly 20 years after 9/11
and the subsequent toppling of their 1996-2001 reign by American bombing, struck the
decisive blow against the central government in Kabul.
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